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THE EVOLUTION OPERATOR APPROACH

TO FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WITH DELAY

WOLFGANG M. RUESS

(Communicated by Charles Pugh)

Abstract. The nonlinear nonautonomous functional differential equation

x{t) £ B{t) x{t) + F{t, Xt), t > s, xs = tp , is considered. The representation

of the solution to this equation via the associated evolution operator is extended

from the single-valued case to the general case of multivalued operators   B{t).

Introduction

The object of this paper is the evolution operator approach to nonlinear non-

autonomous delay functional differential equations of the form

(FDE)   [X{t) & B{t) X{t) + F(-t' Xt) '        ' ~ S'

1        '   \xs = tp£E

and their autonomous counterparts. Here, E denotes a Banach space of func-

tions ("histories") from an interval / c (-00, 0] into a Banach space A,

where either / = (-00, 0] (infinite delay), or / = [-r,0], r > 0 (finite
delay), (B(t))t>o is a family of, generally nonlinear and multivalued, oper-

ators B(t) c A x A, and (F(t, •))<>() is a family of Lipschitz-continuous

functions from E into A. Finally, for a function x : I U [0, 00) -> A and

s£ R+ , xs:I ^ X is defined by xs(6) := x(s + 6) , del.
For the finite delay case / = [—r, 0] , r > 0, and initial history spaces E

consisting of continuous functions, the evolution operator approach to (FDE)

consists of basically three steps:
(1) Associate with (FDE) a family (A(t))t>o of m-accretive operators A(t)

in E, defined by

(D(A(t)) = {tp£E\tp'£E, p(0) G D(B(t)),

(0.1) \ <p'(0)£B(t)<p(0) + F(t,tp)},
[A(t)tp := -tp',

generating an evolution system   {U(t,s)\ 0 <s < t}  in E.
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(2) Show that, for certain tp £ E , {U(t, s)\ 0 < s < t) acts as a transla-
tion, i.e., if x(tp; s): [-r, oo) —► A is defined by

(02) x(0-s)(t) = (9{t~s)' s-r<t<s,
{V.z) x[<p's)[t)     \(U(t,s)tp)(0),       s<t,

then U(t,s)tp=  xt(cp;s)  for t>s.

(3) Show that, for certain tp £ E, the function x(tp; s) defined in (2) is

actually a solution to (FDE).
This program has been developed in a series of papers, with the objective to

bring into play the well-developed generation theory of nonlinear evolution sys-

tems for a study of stability results for solutions to (FDE); cf. [2-5, 12-15, 18,

20-22]. Steps (1) and (2) have been worked out for (or can easily be adapted

to) the case of multivalued operators (B(t))t>o, whereas step (3) has been re-
stricted to the case of the operators B(t) being single-valued, thus excluding
the multivalued case that arises naturally in concrete problems (compare §3).

The object of this paper is to close this gap and to carry out step (3) in the

multivalued case.

After a preliminary section, setting up the problem in detail, we prove the

main technical result in §2 and turn to applications to various forms of (FDE)

in §3.

1. Preliminaries and statement of the problem

Throughout the paper, A will denote a (real) Banach space. Given a subset

D of a Banach space Y,coD will denote its convex hull, and clD its (norm-)

closure in Y. Recall [8] that a subset A c Y x Y is said to be accretive in Y

if for each  A > 0   and each pair [jc/, yi]£ A, i £ {1, 2},   we have

\\(xx+kyx)-(x2+ky2)\\ >   \\xx-x2\\,

and m-accretive in Y if, in addition, R(I + XA) = Y for all A > 0.

Moreover, for A > 0, Jx = (I + XA)~X and Ax = X~X(I - Jx). For all these
notions and the general theory of accretive sets and evolution equations, the

reader is referred to [1, 8, 17].

A continuous function x : IU [0, co) —» A is said to be a solution to (FDE),
if

(a) xs(6) = tp(d) for 0£l,
(b) -xl^oo) is locally absolutely continuous and differentiable a.e. on [s, co)

with

(c) x(t) £B(t)x(t) + F(t, xt) for a.e. t>s.

In case the operators B(t) are single-valued, and given the situation that

for some tp £ D the assertions of steps (1) and (2) of the Introduction hold

(with D = clD(A(t)) independent of t > 0), the following technique is used

to prove that the function x(tp; s) defined by (0.2) is a solution to (FDE),

provided   X*   is uniformly convex (cf. [12, 22]):

For A > 0, consider the evolution system {Ux(t, s) \ 0 < s < t} generated

by (4i(0)/>o [8]- Then (see [8]),

(1.1)      lim  Ux(t,s)tp = U(t,s)tp   uniformly on bounded ^-intervals,
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and   Ux(t) = Ux(t, s)<p   is the unique continuously differentiable solution of

(l2) (Ux(t) + Ax(t)ux(t) = 0 ,       t>s,
\ux(s) = tp .

(1.2) and the definition of D(A(t)) in (0.1) lead to

(1 3) (Ux(t,s)tp)(0) = tp(0) + J\b(t)(Jx(t)Ux(t,s)<p(0))

+ F(T,Jx(T)Ux(r,s)tp)]dx.

Starting from (1.1) and (1.3), the proof is completed by means of the following

Lemma of Kato [16] (for details, see [12, Theorem 3]).

Lemma (Kato [16, Lemma 2.5; 1, Chapter II.3, Proposition 3.5]). Assume that

X* is uniformly convex and that C c A x A is m-accretive, and let x, y £ X.

If [Xn, yn] G C , n £ N , and \\xn - x\\ -»0 and weak-lim y„ = y, then
[x,y]£C.

Whereas steps (1) and (2) of the Introduction work as well for B(t) c A x A

multivalued, the above technique for step (3) fails for this case.

In the subsequent section, we derive a parametrized version of Kato's lemma

that will remedy this problem.

2. A parametrized version of Kato's lemma

Throughout this (and the subsequent section), A will denote a (real) reflexive

Banach space whose norm is Frechet-differentiable at any x £ A\{0}. The latter

condition is equivalent to the duality mapping J of A being single-valued and

norm-norm-continuous and is implied by A* being locally uniformly convex

(cf. [9, Chapter 2, §2]). Recall that / : A -» 2X' is defined by J(x) = {x* £

X*\(x,x*) = \\x\\2 = \\x*\\2},   X£X.

Lemma 2.1. Assume that, for some   T > 0, {B(o) \ o £ [0, T]}   is a family of
(generally, nonlinear and multivalued) operators B(o) c A x A such that, for

each u6[0, T],   (B(o) + a(o)I)   is maximal accretive for some   a(o) £ R

(I denoting the identity map in X).
For given 0 < s < T, let (yn)n C L°°([s,T];X) be a bounded sequence,

and x, xn : [s, T] —► A,   n £ N , functions from    [s, T]   into X, such that

(i)   ||x„ (o) - x(o) || -» 0  a.e.  o£[s,T], and

(ii)  [x„(o), y„(o)] £ B(o)   a.e. a £ [s, T] for all n £ N.

Then there exist y £ L°° ([s, 71; A) and a subsequence (ynk)k of (y„)n

such that

(a) (ynk)k  converges to y weakly in   Lx([s,T];X), and

(b) [x(o), y(o)] £ B(o) a.e. a £ [s, T].

Proof, (a) As A is reflexive and (yn)n is supposed to be L°°([s, 71; X)-

bounded, the vector version of Dunford's classical L'-weak compactness crite-

rion [10, Chapter IV.2, Theorem 1] reveals that the set {yn\n £ N } is weakly

relatively compact in L1 ([s, 71; A). Thus, there exist y £ Lx ([s, T]; X)

and a subsequence (ynk)k of (yn)n   that is   L1 ([s, T]; X) -weakly convergent
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to y. Clearly, from our assumption of L°° ([5, T]; X) -boundedness of the

sequence (yn)n > we have y £ L°°([s, T]; X) as well.

(b) Given proposition (a) and replacing the sequence (x„)„ by the sub-

sequence (x„k)ic corresponding to (ynk)ic, we can, for the rest of the proof,

assume that (yn)n itself is Lx([s, T]; A)-weakly convergent to y. Therefore,

we have y £ f|^Li cl co{)>/|/ > n} so that there is a sequence (g'„)n with

g'n £ co{y/|/ > n] for n £ N , converging to y in Lx([s, 71; A)-norm, and

hence a subsequence (gn)n of (g'n)n converging to y in norm pointwise a.e.

on [s, 71. Note that gn £ co{yi\l > n] for all n £ N  as well so that

rn

gn = Y^aiy'd,n)
1=1

for appropriate rn £ N , a" > 0, and l(i, n) > n for all i £ {I, ..., r„), and

Let E c [s, T] be a Lebesgue nullset such that \\gk(o~) - y(o)\\ -» 0,

\\xk(o) - x(o)\\ -* 0 as fc -> co, and [xn(o),y„(a)]£ B(o) for all o £

[s,T]\E and all n £ N.
Then, given rj g   [5, T] \ E,   we have, for all  [u, v] £ B(o),

(y(o) - v , J(x(o) - u)) = lim (g„(o) - v , J(x(o) - u))
n—>cx>

rn

= lim yV0>/(;;„)(ff)-w, J(x(o)-u))
i=\

= JI™  \ SQ"<>'/(/,»)(cr) - W 1 -^(^(ff) - ") - J(Xl{i,n)(0) ~ «)>

+ £a"(>'/(i',n)(CT)-'y'/(X/(',i)(ff)-M>f

j=l J

> Jiim i -a(<j) J2al\\xi[Ln)(o) - «||2 I

= -a(o)\\x(o) - u\\2.

Maximal accretivity of    (B(o) + a(o)I)    implies that   [x(o), y(o)] £ B(o)

for all a £ [s, T)\E. This completes the proof.   □

3. Applications to delay equations

We first carry out step (3) (as specified in the Introduction) in a general

context and then consider particular cases.
As in the foregoing section, we shall consider here (real) reflexive Banach

spaces A whose norm is Frechet-differentiable at any x £ X \ {0} .

3.A. The general case.

Assumptions, (a) E is a Banach space of functions from I into A, I =

(-co, 0], or I = [-r, 0] for some r > 0, such that the point-evaluation at

6 = 0 is (well defined and) continuous from E into A.
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(b) (B(t))t>o is a family of, generally, multivalued operators B(t) C A x A,

and (F(t,-))t>o   is a family of functions from  E   into   A,   satisfying:

(BI) For each t £ [0, co) there is a(t) £ R such that (-B(t) + a(t)I) is

accretive, R(I - XB(t)) = A for 0 < A < l/max{0, a(t)}, and clD(B(t)) is
independent of t; and

(B2) F(t, •) is Lipschitz-continuous with constant fi(t) £ R+, i > 0, such

that
(c) for each T>0,   sup/e[0 r]{0, a(t) + /}(t)} = co(T) < co ,   and

(d) the family (A(t)),>o of operators defined by (0.1) fulfills the assumptions

of [8, Theorem 2.1] for generating an evolution system {U(t, s) | 0 < s < t}
in E, with co replaced by co(T), and R(I + XA(t)) 2 clD = clD(A(t)) for all
0 < t < T and A > 0 with Aw < 1.

(e) tp£D = D(A(t)) and 0<s<t<T are such that (0.2), (1.1), and (1.2)
are fulfilled, and

(f) for some sequence 0 < A„ —> 0 with X„oj(T) < 1 for all n £ N ,

((^„(-)^„(!, 5)^)(0))„ and (F(-, Jxn(-)Ux„(', s)<p))„ are uniformly bounded

sequences of continuous functions on   [s, 71.

(Recall [8, Definition 1.1] that D(A(t)) = {tp £ clD \ limx^o* \\Ax(t)tp\\ <
oo} .)

Theorem 3.1. Under the above assumptions 3.A, the function  x(tp; s)   defined

by (0.2) is the unique solution to (FDE).

Proof. Starting from assumptions 3.A, we define functions x, xn , y„ : [s, T]

->X,   n £ N , by

x(x) = (U(r,s)tp)(0),       xn(r) = (4,(t)£4„(t, s)tp)(0)

and

y„(r) = (Ax„(r)Uxn(r,s)<p)(0) + F(r, JXn(r)Uxn(r, s)9),

respectively, te [s,T], Then we have that (yn)„ is a bounded sequence

in C([s, T]; X) (from (f)), xg C ([s, T]; X) , and \\xn(o) - x(o)\\ -> 0
for all a G   [5, T] : consider

||/i.(T)^.(T, s)tp - U(T,s)<p\\ < (l-Xnoj(T)rx\\Ux„(r,s)tp - U(r,s)tp\\

(3.1) +\\Jim(T)U(T,s)g>-U(T,s)<p\\

and use (1.1), 3.A(d),(e), and [8, Lemma 2.2].
Moreover, by the very definition of D(A(t)) in (0.1), [xn(o), yn(o)] £

-B(o)   for all   o £[s, 71.
Thus, Lemma 2.1 applies to assert the existence of a subsequence (ynk)k of

(yn)n that converges weakly in L1 ([5, 71; A) to some y £ L°°([s, 71; A)

such that

(3.2) [x(o),y(o)]£-B(o)   for a.e. ct g [s, T].

According to (1.2) and 3.A(a), we have for all x* £ X*

(UXnk (t, S)tp(0) ,X*)=(<i>(0),X*)-  f'{ynk (t) ,X*)dt

(3-3)

+ / (F(x,Jxnk(x)Ux„k(x,s)tp),x*)dx
Js
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for all t £ [s, 71. Now we use (1.1) for the left side of (3.3), weak convergence

in L1 ([5, 71; A) of (yHk)k to y for the second term on the right of (3.3),

and (3.1) and uniform boundedness of (F(-, Jxn(')Ux„(-, s)tp))n on [s, T]

and Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem for the last term on the right

of (3.3) to conclude that

U(t, s)tp(0) = tp(0) - j y(x) dx + j F(x,   U(x, s)tp ) dx.

Hence, by (0.2), we have

x(tp; s) (t) = tp(0) - / y(x) dx +     F(x, xx(tp; s)) dx

for all /e[i, 71. This shows that the function x(tp ; s) as defined in (0.2) is

locally absolutely continuous and differentiable a.e. on [s, co) and fulfills (by

(3.2))
x(tp; s)(t) -F(t,   xt(tp;s))£ B(t)x(tp; s)(t)

for a.e. t£[s,oo), i.e., x(g>;s) is a solution to (FDE). This completes the

proof of Theorem 3.1.   D

3.B. Examples.
3.B.I. Finite delay. Here, we take up the examples considered in [12, 14] and

extend [12, Theorem 3] to the multivalued case.

Assumptions. For r > 0, let E = C([-r, 0], A) with sup-norm. Let (B(t))t>o

and (F(t, -))/>o be families of operators B(t) c A x A and F(t, •): E —>

X, with cl D(B(t)) independent of t > 0, and satisfying 3.A(b), 3.A(c), and
(B3) For all T > 0, there exist a continuous function h : [0, T] —> X of

bounded variation, and monotonically increasing functions Lx, L2 : R+ —► R+

such that

(i)   ||(7 - XB(t))~xx -(I- A*(t))-'jc|| < A||A(0 - A(t)||L,(||x||)  for all
x £ X   and   0 < x, t < T and all   A > 0 sufficiently small, and

(ii)   \\F(t,<p)-F(x,tp)\\<\\h(t)-h(x)\\L2(\\tp\\) for all  0<x,t<T  and
all   tp £ E.

Theorem 3.2. Under the above assumptions 3.B.1, the operators (A(t))t>o de-

fined by (0.1) generate an evolution system {U(t,s)\ 0<s<t} in E such

that, given any tp £ D = D(A(t)), the function x(tp; s) defined by (0.2) is

the unique solution to (FDE).
Moreover, if a(t) + B(t) < 0 for all t > 0, then the solutions to (FDE)

are stable in the sense that, for any two initial histories tp, \p £ D, the corre-

sponding solutions    x(tp;s)   and x(y/;s) fulfill

\\x(tp; s)(t) - x(ip; s)(t)\\ < \\tp - y/\\   for all t > s.

Proof. For the first part of the result, we have to show that assumptions

3.A(d)-(f) are fulfilled. The last part then follows from [8, Theorem 2.1].
3.A(d) follows along the lines of the argument of [12, §3; 14, Theorem 12,

proof of (i) implies (ii)].
3.A(e), in turn, follows from 3.A(d) and [8, §4].
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We turn to 3.A(f). Let A > 0 such that Xco(T) < 1, and let £,£0e[s,T]
and co:= co(T). Then we have

\\Ax(Z)Ux(c:,s)tp- Ax(ZM(Z0,s)t\\

<\\Ax(Z)Ux(Z,s)<p-Ax(Z)Vx(Zo,s)9\\

(3.4) + \\Ax(i)Ux(io, s)tp - Ax(Zo)Ux(Zo, s)tp\\

<X-x(l + (l-Xco)-x)\\Ux(Z,s)<p-Ux(Zo,s)tp\\

+ \\h(Z)-h(Z0)\\L(\\Ux(to,s)9\\)

for some monotonically increasing function L : R+ -> R+. (Here we have

used 3.A(d) and [8, Lemma 1.2; 14, Theorem 12].) We have thus shown that
(Ax(-)UX(-, s)tp)(0) is continuous on   [s, T].

Next, using (B3)(ii), it is easy to check that, for any sequence 0 < A„ -+

0 with Xnw(T) < 1 for all n £ N, (F(-, Jx„(-)UXn(-, s)^))„ is a uniformly
bounded sequence of continuous functions on [s, T] for all n large enough

(depending only on   s   and   T).

At this point, recall that ux(t) = Ux(t, s)tp is the unique continuously dif-

ferentiable solution of (1.2). Hence, we have

ux(t) = exp(-X-x(t-s))tp + rxexp(-X-xt) f exp(Z/X)Jx({)ux(Z)dZ.
Js

Following the arguments of [7, Proof of Theorem 1.5, pp. 13-14], we arrive at

(3-5) Ni«)ll< \\Ms)\\ + CVsT[h],

for all X = Xn with n so large that (Uxn(-, s)tp)n is uniformly bounded

on [s,T] by Cx > 0. (VsT[h] is the total variation of h on [s, 71, and

C = L(Ci).) Using [8, Lemma 1.3], we conclude from (3.5) that

\\Axm(Z)Ux.{Z,s)<p\\ <(l-Xnojyx\A(s)tp\ + CVsT[h]

for all %£ [s, T] and all n large enough. But |^4(s)fp| = lim/l_o+ IMa(■?)#>II

< co for tp £ D = D(A(t)), t > 0. We have thus shown that 3.A(f) is fulfilled,
and the proof of Theorem 3.2 is complete.   □

3.B.2. Infinite delay. Theorem 3.2 holds as well in the case of infinite delay,
more precisely, in case the initial history space is taken to be E = BUC(R~, A),

the space of bounded uniformly continuous functions from (-co,0] into A,

endowed with the sup-norm (consult [14, §6; 18, Theorem 3.1]).

3.B.3. The autonomous case. In [ 19] we consider the autonomous case of (FDE),

i.e., with   B = B(t)   and   F = F(t,-)   independent of  t>0,   for
(a) more general classes of initial history spaces E (fulfilling assumption

3.A(a)), and
(b) most importantly, for functions F : E -* X which are only locally

Lipschitz-continuous. (This is crucial for concrete applications in population

dynamics for instance.)

The general technique for step (3) as presented at the beginning of this section

works as well in these situations, leading to results corresponding to Theorem

3.2; see [19].
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3.B.4. We close this paper by a concrete example for the case of multivalued

operators   (B(t))t>o ■
As follows from the discussion in [11, Chapter 1.2.3] and corresponding

results in [6, Corollary 28], considering a continuous medium occupying an

open region Q of Rn , temperature control regulated by the temperature in

the interior is governed by the operator

B = -A + fi   with D(B) = 772(Q) n Hx (Q) n D(~B),

where   /? c R x R   is maximal monotone with   0 G D(fi)   and   /?    is the

realization of  /?   in   77 = L2(Q):

D(ji) = {u £ H | there exists   v £ H with   v(x) £ fi(u(x)) a.e. x £ Q,},

P(u) = {v £ H | v(x) £ B(u(x)) a.e. x £ Q},        u£ D(fi).

Theorem 3.2 and its infinite-delay counterpart 3.B.2 thus apply to problems of

time-dependent temperature control, or pressure control for fluid in a porous

medium (cf. [11, Chapter 1.2] for these and related problems in physics), with

P(t) c R x R suitably depending on t > 0, taking into account the history of

the process. For the operator B in the general LP(Q.)-conte\t, I < p < oo,

the reader is referred to [1, Chapter H.3.2, Proposition 3.7].
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